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ABSTRACT
A very affordable option for general rehabilitation of children with Down's syndrome is regular soccer
practice during their leisure activities. In this connection, the goal is to assess the overall health effect of
regular football training in children with Down syndrome. Conducted recreational activities by the author's
method allowed to achieve more preferable results than in the control. After 6 months, observations in the
experimental group achieved a balance of sympathetic and parasympathetic influences, close to the state of
vegetative equilibrium. As a result of the use of the author's method of playing soccer in observed children
with Down syndrome, it was possible to normalize the weight-to-growth ratio, reducing it by 10.4%. This was
accompanied in the persons of the experimental group by a decrease in the intensity of adaptation of the
circulatory system (by 16.9%) to the level of satisfactory adaptation. As a result of a comprehensive
assessment of overall physical development in the experimental group, it was possible to establish its output
at a high level against the background of the author's method of teaching football. Taking into account the
results of the influence of the developed training scheme on the dynamics of the recorded integral indices, one
can speak of its advantage in children with Down's syndrome before a frequent, but unsystematic visit to the
football section.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most important indicators of the welfare of society in economically developed countries is
the level of health of its citizens with Down syndrome [1,2]. It is known that it depends not only on their
medical care, but also on the level of their motor activity [3]. The complexity of this issue is related to the fact
that Down syndrome is often burdened by many chronic diseases [4]. Their course often has a progressive
character and is difficult to compensate [5]. A prominent place is occupied by cardiovascular pathology, which
very often leads to the early death of this category of persons [6,7]. The leading direction of comprehensive
health promotion in Down's syndrome should be considered the use of physical exercises of a different nature
[8,9]. It is recognized that the dosed regular ordered muscular activity within the framework of rational
physical exercises can provide, including in Down's syndrome, a preventive and health-improving effect in
relation to many variants of pathology [10].
Modern medicine has an acute need to continue improving the complexes of physical exercises and
programs aimed at a comprehensive recovery in Down's syndrome [11,12]. An accessible option for correcting
the condition of children with Down's syndrome is in the football section as part of leisure activities. In this
connection, the goal is to assess the overall health effect of regular football training in children with Down
syndrome.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Russian State Social University on
September 15, 2016 (protocol No. 9). The study was conducted on the basis of the Russian State Social
University in Moscow. The study took 63 children with Down syndrome 9-12 years old, who had not
systematically engaged in football. Of these, control and experimental groups were formed, which were
observed for six months.
The control group consisted of 32 children (boys). Their average age was 10.5 ± 0.3 years. This group
was formed from children with Down syndrome, who had the opportunity to attend classes in sports groups
on football once or twice a week, but could not adhere to the proposed scheme in the author's methodology.
The experimental group included 31 children (boys). The mean age in the experimental group was 10.7 ± 0.4
years. Children of the experimental group attended classes in sports groups on football strictly three times a
week. Training in playing football in the experimental group was carried out in two stages, each lasting 3
months. with the observance of nine rules: visual demonstration, game form of training, the clarity of the
training zone, the softness of discipline, the clarity of the prohibition, from simple to complex, providing
opportunities for imitation and analysis of training with the development of techniques for playing minifootball. At the first stage, the methods of playing football were taught in the following order: blows on the
ball (kick inside the foot, kick in the middle of the rise, kick with the toe, kick from the outside of the foot, kick
from the half-flight, strike from the summer, keep the ball, kick at the goal) and stop ball. At the second stage
they repeated the tricks learned at the first stage and consistently mastered the running of the ball with a
snake, transfer of the ball, selection of the ball, movement without the ball, defending the defender, passing
and striking, striking from the spot and the process of playing mini-football [13].
1.

Assessment of the functional state of the circulatory system was carried out by the method of [14].

Measure the height and body weight, determine the pulse rate and the level of blood pressure. To
quantify the level of the functional state (FS) of the circulatory system in points, the following formula is used:
PS = 0,011 (HR) + 0,014 (SBP) + 0,008 (DBP) + 0,014 (Rev.) + 0,009 (MT) - 0,009 (DT - 0,27),
Rev. - age in years; SBP and DBP - systolic and diastolic blood pressure in mmHg; Heart rate - heart rate in bpm;
MT - body weight in kg; DT - body length in cm. The evaluation of the level of adaptation of the circulatory
system in the examined subjects was evaluated according to the scale below (Table 1).
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Table 1: Scale for assessing the functional state of the circulatory system
№
1
2
3
4
2.

Adaptation status
Satisfactory adaptation
The tension of adaptation mechanisms
Unsatisfactory adaptation
Disruption of adaptation

Values of FS in points
to 2,60
2,60-3,09
3,10-3,60
above 3,60

The functional state of the autonomic nervous system (vegetative Kerdo index) [14] was calculated
using the formula: (1-DD / HR) x 100, where DD is the diastolic blood pressure; Heart rate - heart rate.
The following criteria were used for evaluation. The magnitude of the vegetative index of Kerdin ranges
from -15 to +15 indicates a balance of sympathetic and parasympathetic influences.

The value of vegetative index Kerdo above + 15 indicates the predominance of the sympathetic tone of
the autonomic nervous system. The value of the vegetative index of Kerdo is less than - 15, indicating the
predominance of the parasympathetic tone of the autonomic nervous system. With the value of the vegetative
Kerdo index, there is a vegetative equilibrium.
3.

Evaluation of the weight-growth index [14]. The weight-growth index is an integral characteristic of
development and reflects the formed level of metabolic processes. The criteria for its evaluation are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2: The scale of body weight by weight-growth index
Weight-growth index (g / cm)
<310
310-369
370-480
481 - 540
>540

4.

Body weight estimation
Deficit
Reduced
Norm
Increased
Excess

Assessment of the level of general physical development (indicators of the vegetative-vascular system)
[15]. A number of simple definitions of indicators were used, which were introduced into the following
formula:

Y = -0,615 x X1 + 0,259 x X2 - 0,322 x X3 - 0,124 x X4 + 0,148 x X5 - 0,023 x X6 + 54,21
where Y is the general physical state; X1 - age, years; X2 - body length, cm; X3 - body weight, kg; X4 -Heart rate
at rest, bpm; X5 - systolic blood pressure, mmHg; X6 - diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg. The evaluation criteria
are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Scale of assessment of general physical condition
The level of general physical development
High
average
Low

Values in points
More than 51
38-51
Less than 38

The results of the study were mathematically processed with the calculation of the arithmetic mean
(M), the error of the arithmetic mean (m) and the level of reliability in the t-test of the Student (p <0.05).
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Data on the status of the indicators taken into consideration in the examined children with Down
syndrome are systematized in Table 4.
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Table 4: Results of the evaluation of the health status of children taken into the study
Observation groups
Control group
M±m, n=32
at the end of
outcome
observation

Indicators

12.8±0.38
р<0.05

Autonomic Kerdo index, points

14.8±0.32

Weight-growth index, g/cm

522.7±0.24

Functional state of the circulatory
system, points

2.99±0.20

2.82±0.13
р<0.05

General physical development, scores

39.6±0.38

42.6±0.26

502.2±0.65

Experimental group, M±m,
n=31
at the end of
outcome
observation
4.1±0.22
14.7±0.45
р<0.01
р1<0.01
470.2±0.35
519.1±0.65
р<0.05
р1<0.05
2.54±0.19
2.97±0.30
р<0.01
р1<0.05
52.6±0.28
38.2±0.33
р<0.01
р1<0.05

Conventions: p - reliability of differences in baseline values and values at the end of the observation in
both groups; p1 - reliability of differences in indicators at the end of observation between groups. The
reliability of differences between groups in terms of outcomes was not obtained.
In the initial state, an increase in the weight-to-height ratio was noted in the examinees who made up
the control and experimental group, which was aggravated by the initial manifestations of the unsatisfactory
adaptation of the circulatory system in them. This was followed in all examined by the prevalence of
sympathetic influences over parasympathetic ones. In addition, all the subjects surveyed at the time of the
observation had an average, close to low, level of general physical development (in control 39.6 ± 0.38, in the
experimental group 38.2 ± 0.33 points).
The beginning of football in both observation groups led to a change in the level of indicators taken into
account. As a result of playing football 1-2 times a week on a free schedule (control group), the value of the
Kerdo index decreased by 15.6%, which indicated an equilibrium between sympathetic and parasympathetic
influences in the body [16,17]. This was accompanied by a 4.1% decrease in the weight-to-weight ratio, which
indicated their retention in the category of persons with increased body weight [18, 19]. Also in the children
of the control group, after six months of visiting the football section, the value of the functional indicator of
the circulatory system decreased by 6.2%. The dynamics found indicated the preservation of their circulatory
system in the state of stress of adaptation mechanisms. After six months of observation, the control group
noted an increase in the level of general physical development by only 7.6%. This indicated that the children
who made up the control group remained at the average level of general physical development [20,21].
The conduct of football training by the author's method allowed to achieve better results in the
experimental group than in the control. So, after 6 months, observations in the experimental group achieved a
more stable balance of sympathetic and parasympathetic influences than in persons in the control group.
After six months of classes in the experimental group, their balance approached the state of vegetative
equilibrium (Kerdo index 4.1 ± 0.22 points). As a result of the use of the author's method in children with
Down's syndrome, the experimental group managed to reduce the weight-growth ratio by 10.4%, thereby
ensuring its normalization. This accompanied in these children a more pronounced decrease in the intensity of
adaptation of the circulatory system (by 16.9%) than in control, which ensured its reaching a level of
satisfactory adaptation [22,23], indicating a marked strengthening of their cardiovascular system [24,25] . A
comprehensive assessment of the overall physical development made it possible to establish a more
pronounced positive dynamics in the experimental group at the end of the observation [26, 27]. The achieved
result prevailed over the control values by 23.5% and indicated the achievement by the experimental group of
a high level of general physical development.
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Thus, systematic and metered football training can provide children with Down syndrome a
pronounced healing effect that surpasses the effectiveness of playing football on a free schedule.
CONCLUSION
The problem of preserving and restoring the health of children with Down syndrome is becoming
more urgent in developed countries. For this contingent, the decrease in motor activity becomes common,
which increases the number of dysfunctions and complex pathology in it. In this regard, it becomes necessary
to further search for rational forms of treatment and prevention and health work in children with Down
syndrome with the help of physical exercises. When assessing the impact of the football training scheme
developed by the authors with the help of integral indices, its advantages over the haphazard football lessons
were shown. After 6 months, observations in the experimental group achieved a more stable balance of
sympathetic and parasympathetic influences and normalize the weight-to-height ratio. This was accompanied
in the experimental group by the achievement of a satisfactory adaptation of the circulatory system and a high
level of general physical development. Based on the conducted research, it can be said that systematic and
metered exercises with physical exercises on the simulators can bring to children with Down's syndrome a
pronounced healing effect that surpasses the effectiveness of playing football on a free schedule.
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